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Abstract. We consider the metastable behavior in the so-called pathwise approach
of a ferromagnetic spin system with a Glauber dynamics in a finite two dimensional
torus under a positive magnetic field in the limit as the temperature goes to zero.
First we consider the evolution starting from a single rectangular droplet of spins
+1 in a sea of spins — 1. We show that small droplets are likely to disappear while
large droplets are likely to grow; the threshold between the two cases being sharply
defined and depending only on the external field. This result is used to prove that
starting from the configuration with all spins down ( —i) the pattern of evolution
leading to the more stable configuration with all spins up (+ i) approaches, as the
temperature vanishes, a metastable behavior: the system stays close to — 1 for an
unpredictable time until a critical square droplet of a precise size is eventually
formed and nucleates the decay to +1. in a relatively short time. The asymptotic
magnitude of the total decay time is shown to be related to the height of an energy
barrier, as expected from heuristic and mean field studies of metastability.

1. Introduction

The problem of metastability has continued to attract a great deal of attention
during recent years (see for instance the update [PL]). Here we consider the two
dimensional nearest neighbor ferromagnetic Ising Model, with an external magnetic
field, evolving according to a Glauber dynamics (i.e., a reversible spin flip dynamics).
In the limit as the temperature goes to zero, for fixed finite volume, we show that
this model presents the essential features that one associates with metastability.
The main result is roughly as follows. If the external field is small and positive,
the system, when started from the configuration with all spins down, behaves as
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if it where in a steady state for a very long time until a critical droplet of a very
precise shape and size is formed and nucleates, in a relatively short time, the
evolution to the configuration with all spins up. The system then stays close to
this configuration for a much longer time. The size of the critical droplet and the
typical asymptotic value for the time of the decay agree with the predictions made
on heuristic grounds (one can see the phenomenon as an escape from a potential
well). The decay time is sharply defined in the proper scale for each realization of
the process since the time needed for the final passage from all spins down to all
spins up is much shorter than the decay time. But since this decay is nucleated by
the unlikely appearance of a critical droplet, the rescaled decay time varies from
realization to realization of the process and has in fact a distribution which becomes
exponential in the limit as the temperature vanishes, characterizing its unpredict-
ability. The apparent stability around the configuration with all spins down is
evinced by the fact that in the scale of the decay time the process converges in
distribution to a very simple pure jump process which stays in the configuration
with all spins down and then suddenly jumps to the one with all spins up where
it remains forever.

The characterization of metastable behavior in the fashion above was in-
troduced in the paper [CGOV] to which we refer the reader for more through
discussion on the motivation of this picture as capturing the basic aspects of
metastability. This so-called "pathwise approach" was further developed and
applied in several situations in the papers: [KN], [Sch], [NCK], [GOV], [COP],
[MOS], [EGJL] and [Bra].

No one has succeeded so far in establishing some sort of metastability in this
pathwise sense for Glauber dynamics at fixed finite low temperature in the
thermodynamic limit. In fact for doing it one would certainly have to let the
external magnetic field go to zero as the volume grows, since otherwise nucleation
would occur throughout the system, which would behave in a very deterministic
and smooth way. A first step in this direction would be the analysis of this system
with no external magnetic field. One may then expect, for instance, the average
value of the spin (the empirical magnetization) to converge (in the proper sense)
as the volume grows and after rescaling the time to a symmetric Markovian pure
jump process with only two states, — m* and +m* = the spontaneous magnetiza-
tion.

Here we study a Glauber dynamics in a different regime. We investigate the
behavior of the system in finite volume and at very low temperature, so that the
correlation length is much larger than the system. Clearly our results still hold if
we let the volume grow slowly enough as the temperature decreases to zero. But
since we did not try to estimate how fast the volume can grow, we postpone this
question to a future investigation. From the physical point of view, the important
point is to establish for realistic volumes (of the order of Avogadro's number) how
low the temperature must be for our asymptotic results to be good approximations
of the actual behavior of the system.

2. Results

We consider the two dimensional nearest neighbor ferromagnetic Ising Model on
a finite torus (periodic boundary conditions): ΛN = {1,2,..., N}2. The Hamiltonian
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is written as

where σ(x)e{ — 1, -I-1}, the first sum runs over the pairs of nearest neighbors sites
of ΛN, counting each pair only once, and the second is taken over ΛN. We will
always consider h > 0.

At inverse temperature β ^ 0 the Gibbs measure μN is given by

-βHN(σ)).
σ

For N and h>0 both fixed and β->oo, μN concentrates its mass on the
configuration with all spins up, which we will denote by + L We will also write
- 1 for the configuration with all spins down.

By a Glauber dynamics we mean a spin flip dynamics which is reversible with
respect to the Gibbs measure (This is called a stochastic Ising model in [Lig].). We
will only consider the Glauber dynamics where the spin at site x, when the
configuration is ηe{-1, + 1}Λ N, flips at rate

φc, ̂  - j e χ p (_β^xH{η))) otherwise ' ( }

where ΔxH(η) = H(ηx) - H(η\ with

\η(y) if xφy

η(y) if x = y

For each initial configuration η these rates define a continuous time Markov
process (σ?, t^0), such that, at ί = 0, σn

t = η with probability one and, for ξφζ
and ε > 0,

ε) o t h e r w i s e

One can construct this process by choosing at rate N2 a random site in ΛN and
then flipping the spin σ(x) with probability φc,σ), where σ is the current
configuration. The imbedded Markov chain obtained is precisely the Metropolis
algorithm for simulating the Gibbs measure.

Now we define, for each ηe{ - 1 , + 1}ΛN and A <= { - 1 , + 1}ΛN, the hitting time

If A = {ξ} we write simply Tη(ξ). If η is omitted it is —1 and if A is omitted
it is {+1}.

Our main goal is to describe the behavior of the system when it starts from
— 1. until it reaches +1. for N and h both fixed and β going to infinity. As we will
see the answer depends on the values of h and N.

If ft > 4 any spin — 1 will flip at rate 1 even if its four neighbors are also — 1.
On the other hand any spin + 1 will flip with a vanishing rate as β-^co. Let
(σj7, t ^ 0) be the process starting from η in which each spin — 1 flips independently of
the others with rate 1 and each spin + 1 does not flip at all. It is easy to prove that:
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Proposition 1. Ifh>4 then for any ηe{ — 1, + 1}ΛN, (σ?, t ^ 0) converges as β-+ oo
to (σ?, t ^ 0) in the sense that we can construct these two processes on the same
probability space in such a way that, for any t0 < oo,

lim P(ση

t Φ σ", for some ίe[0, ί o]) = 0.

In particular T converges in distribution to the maximum of N2 independent

unit mean exponential random variables and lim ET = £ -. So there is no

metastability in the case h > 4. °̂° k=1

When h< 4 the first spin flip starting from the configuration — 1. increases the
energy by 4-h so that the total rate is N2 exp( — β(4 — h)) and as a consequence
T diverges to infinity as β increases.

If 2 < h< 4 and N ^ 3 after reaching the state with only one spin + 1 three
things can happen. With rate 1 the system goes back to - 1 , with rate 4 it goes to a
configuration with two neighbors + 1 spins and with rate (N2 - 5) exp(-/?(4 - h))
it goes to other configuration with two + 1 spins. As the third possibility has
vanishing rate (as β -»oo) only the first two are important. If the system goes back
to - 1 everything starts anew but if it gets to a configuration with two neighbors + 1
spins then both of them are flipping back with vanishing rates (exp(-/?(-2 + h)))
while its neighbors are flipping from — 1 to + 1 with rates 1. So the pair of neighbors
spin + 1 forms our first example of a critical droplet that nucleates the passage
from — 1 to + L

This behavior illustrates the general picture of the passage from — 1. to +1. for
small magnetic field h. The process spends most of the time in —1, making many
quick trips into other configurations and going back, until it reaches a critical
configuration from where it goes to -hi in a short time (we are using the scale
given by ET to decide if a time is short or long).

When 0 < h< 2 a droplet with only two neighbors + 1 surrounded by - 1 spins
is no longer critical as it tends to shrink and disappear. We will find nevertheless
that the concept of critical droplets is well defined and that small droplets tend to
shrink while big ones tend to grow. The separation between the two behaviors is
sharp and the critical droplet turns out to be a square of size close to 2/h.

Theorem 1 below characterizes the critical droplet as it describes what happens
when the starting configuration is a rectangular droplet of spins + 1 depending
on "how big it is."

Let 0t be the set of configurations with all spins — 1 except for those in a
rectangle \γ x l2 which are + 1 , with /x and l2 less than N—\. For ηeffl
define / = l{η) = m i n ^ , /2). Before stating Theorem 1 we need two definitions.

Given ε > 0 and starting from a configuration ηe$ we say that the event Sε(η),
called "the droplet shrinks ε-regularly," happens if "Tη(— 1) < Tη, from time 0 up
to time Tη(—l) all spins which where — 1 at time 0 are still — 1 and all spins + 1
form a single cluster; also exp(j8(fe(/- l)-ε))<T ; / (-l)<exp(jS(/ι(/- l) + ε))." The
notion of cluster is the usual one from percolation [Kes]: the clusters of spin + 1
are the maximal sets of sites which can be connected by chains of neighboring
sites of spins + 1 .

Given ε > 0 and starting from a configuration ηeffl we say that the event Gε(η\
called "the droplet grows ε-regularly," happens if "Tη < Tη(-1), from time 0 up
to time Tη the number of spins 4-1 is at least IJ2 — I + 1 and they form a single
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cluster such that the minimal rectangle that contains all of them also contains the
original one defined by η; also exp(j?(2-h-ε))<T η <exp(/?(2-h + ε))."

Theorem 1. Suppose that 0^h<2 and ηe^t.

a) //l(η)<2/h andε>0 then

limP(Sε(η))=\.
/ϊ-»oo

b) //l(η)>2/h andε>0 then

The value 2/h for the threshold corresponds to what one expects heuristically
when one computes the energy of a configuration r\e0ί in which the + 1 spins
form a square of side /:

-H(-l) = 4l-l2h=:e(hJ), (2)

as for fixed h its maximum is attained at / = 2/h. We define L = [2/h^\ = smallest
integer larger than 2/h. If 2/h is not an integer, then L is the size of the critical
droplet. The case when 2/h is an integer is somewhat particular as, in this case, a
ηeίk with l(η) = 2/h can either grow or shrink with non-vanishing probabilities as
β increases. This does not cause any real difficulty but to facilitate the exposition
we will not consider this case.

If N is smaller or barely larger than L, the passage from — 1. to + 1 could be
nucleated by the appearance of a ring of spins + 1 around the torus ΛN and not
by the appearance of a critical square droplet L x L. To concentrate on the more
interesting case, we will suppose from now on that N is large enough. We did not
try to verify how small N can be for the nucleation still to occur by the appearance
of the critical square droplet, instead we consider the following technical condition:

Standard Case: 0<h<292/h is not an integer and N> N(h):= L2 + 1.
The next theorem characterizes the metastable behavior of (σ,"1, t ^0) in a

pathwise sense.

Theorem 2. In the standard case

a)

T
• τ in distribution as β -• oo,

where τ is a unit mean exponential random variable.
b) The reseated process (σ^ j , s ^ 0) converges as /?-> oo to a Markovian pure

jump process (ξs, s>0) which stays in —1 for a unit mean exponential time and
then jumps to + 1., where it stays forever. This convergence is in the sense of finite
dimensional distributions, i.e., for every integer k ^ 0 and 0 g tί ^ t2 ^ ••• ^ tk the
distribution of (σ^Jτ, i = 1,..., k) converges to that of (ξ^V? ί = 1,..., fc).

Even if N is big enough it is possible, in principle, that the critical droplet is
never seen in the passage from - l t o + 1 . This would happen, for instance, if the
process escapes from — i by the formation of two subcritical droplets that coalesce
into a supercritical one. The next theorem shows that this is not likely in the
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standard case and that in fact the decay from the metastable state is, with probability
going to one as β increases, through the appearance of a critical droplet. The next
theorem also gives a sharp estimate on the magnitude of T. Before stating it we
need some definitions.

Let ^ be the set of configurations in 01 in which the +1 spins form a square
droplet of size L. Let 9 be the set of configurations with all spins — 1 except for
a single cluster of spins +1 formed by a rectangle L x ( L - l ) together with a spin
+1 attached to one of its larger sides. The droplets in configurations of & can be
considered as proto-critical droplets since they can either grow to a critical one
or shrink to a rectangle L x (L— 1), that is subcritical, both with non-vanishing
probabilities as β -> oo and this decision takes place in times of order one.

For each ηeέP we have

H(η) -H(-1) = 4L-(L2-L+ l)ft = e(h9 L) + (L+ l)ft = :Γ(ft).

Remark. Direct computations show that Γ(h) is a continuous and strictly decreas-
ing function of 0 < h< 2. As ft -> 0, Γ(h) ~ 4/ft.

Theorem 3. In the standard case

a) lim —log T = Γ(h) in probability,
0->ooβ

b) lim^-
0 > o p

c) lim P(T(<$) < T) = 1,

d) l imP(T(^)<T)=l .
fi~* CO

This theorem can also be extended to the case 2<h<4 and N large if one defines
Φ as the set of configurations with all spins down, except for two neighbor sites,
where the spins are up, and 9 as the set of configurations with a single spin up.
Then Γ(h) = 4 - ft.

After proving Theorem 1 in the next section, we will see that it has as a
consequence the possibility of dividing the set of all configurations into three
non-empty sets J^, $ and # such that si and # are, respectively, the basins of
attraction of — 1 and +1, while starting from <% the system can go to J / , or #,
both with non-vanishing probabilities as β increases. More precisely we have.

Proposition 2. In the standard case the set of configurations can be partitioned4nto
three non-empty sets srf, 0& and <β such that

a) If ηesrf then

lim P(Ή-1)< T\T\-\)<exp(j»(2-Λ))) = 1.
β* oo

b) Ifηe<£andε>0 then

li
β-

c) IfηeΛ then

lim P(Tη<Tη(-l%Tη<exp(β(2-
β-* oo

liminfP(Ή-i)<rθ>0,
β-* oo
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and for every ε > 0

Precise definitions will be given in Sect. 3, but roughly speaking, these sets are
clearly as follows: configurations in si contain only small droplets of spins up,
configurations in if contain at least one large droplet and in J* we have droplets
of such shapes and sizes that they may either grow or shrink (for instance, the
configurations in &\

One can easily verify that Γ(h) >2 — h, when 0 < h< 2. Hence we have that,
in the standard case, whatever the starting configuration, the system quickly relaxes
to — 1. or +1. in the scale of time given by ET.

3. Characterization of the Critical Droplet

In this section we prove Theorem 1, describe the sets sί,3& and # that partition
the set of configurations and prove Proposition 2.

First we identify the mechanism that is responsible for the existence of critical
droplets. It seems to us that even at the heuristic level this mechanism has escaped
people's attention.

In order to avoid particularities suppose h< 1 and that the process starts at a
configuration r\e0ί such that l{η)> 3. In η all the spins are flipping at vanishing
rates as β increases and the largest of them, exp( — βh), are those of the spins at
the four corners of the rectangle of 4-1 spins. So, very likely, the first change
corresponds to a flip of one of these spins. But then the new — 1 spin flips back
at rate one and the rectangle is recovered with great probability. It could happen,
however, with probability of order exp(-βh) that a second corner disappears
before the replacement of the first one. Extending this reasoning one sees then that
disregarding flips of spins +1 which are surrounded by more than two spins +1,
the number of spins — 1 in the region occupied originally by the spins +1 behaves
in a way which resembles a birth and death process, births occurring with rate of
order exp (— βh) and deaths with rate of order 1. Until a time of the order exp (— βhk)
the droplet will have up to k spins, but not more, missing at some moments. Hence
if only this "corner erosion mechanism" were at work, one would have the
disappearance of a whole line on the droplet border in a time of order exp (βh(l — 1)),
since the last +1 spin in a line at the border has positive probability of flipping
in time of order one. Opposing to this tendency there are - 1 spins adjacent to
the original rectangle and neighbor to the droplet flipping at rate exp(/?(—2 + ft)).
The result of the competition between these two tendencies decides what happens
to this droplet. The comparison between exp (βh(l — 1)) and exp (β(2 — h)) originates
the threshold l = 2/h.

If / < 2/h the erosion dominates and before the appearance of a +1 outside
the original rectangle one has the disappearance of a whole line in such a way
that a smaller configuration in 0ί is reached. Since now the erosion is easier this
behavior repeats itself until — i is reached.

If / > 2/h then before a time much smaller than exp (βh(l— 1)) all the sides of
the original rectangle have at least one +1 spin since there is not enough time to
complete the erosion. But in a time of order exp(/?(2 — h)\ much smaller than
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Qxp(β(h(l— 1))) for β large, one of the - 1 spins adjacent to a + 1 spin at the border
of the droplet will flip, originating a protuberance. One has now at least one — 1
spin neighbor both to the protuberance and to the droplet flipping at rate 1. So
before time exp(β(2 — h + ε)) for ε > 0 one has a protuberance with two -hi spins
together and, with great probability, an extra slice will be completed reaching a
bigger rectangular configuration. As the tendency to grow is larger for bigger
droplets, the same arguments holds again until -hi is reached.

Before going into the proof based on this heuristics we observe that if 0 < h< 1
even when l>2/h it is clear that the derivative at time 0 of the expected number
of + 1 spins is negative for large β as the corner erosion mechanism dominates
for short times. In [HMM] a non-rigorous study of critical droplets for a different
Glauber dynamics (for the same Hamiltonian) was carried on, with the analysis
being based on the sign of the derivative at time zero of the number of spins in
the droplet. Our analysis here can be adapted to the dynamics considered in that
paper, yielding again the conclusion that this derivative at time zero is in fact not
a good indicator for the behavior of the droplet for long times.

In the proof of Theorem 1 we will need the following result:

Lemma 1. Let {Xt}t^0 be a birth and death process on {0,1,...} with birth rate
δ < 1 and death rate Ί. If Xo = 0, define

Then, for every k ̂  1 and ε > 0, we have

\imP(δ-k+ε<Θδ<δ-k-ε)=L

Proof The unique invariant measure of this process is p(ή) = (1 — δ)δn

9 n = 0,1,2,....
Let {Xt}t^o be the same process with initial position chosen with distribution p.
We couple the processes starting from different states in such a way that both
evolve independently until they meet and then evolve together. Then

p(Θδ ^ (Γ f c + ε) ^ p(xg Φ jsrg)

+ P(Xξ ̂  k for some £G{0,<5ε/2,2δε/2,..., [δ~k+ε/2W12})

+ P(Xξ < k for every ίe{0, δε/2

92δε/2,..., \δ~k+εl2Λδεl2}, Θδ ^δ~k+ε)
El2

that goes to zero as δ->0. (For estimating the second probability we used
stationarity and for the third one the fact that Θδ is a stopping time and the rates
of jump of our birth and death process are bounded above by 1.)

Observe now that

since this is a lower bound for the probability that from time 0 to 1 (X?) makes
k jumps up and no jump down. Since it is easier to reach {k, k + 1 , k + 2,...} if the
starting position is not 0 (for a proof one can use a coupling as above), it follows that

P{Θδ ^ δ-k~ε) ^ (1 -e~ 1(l-e-δlk)k)δ-k-\

which goes to zero as δ -• 0. •

We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.
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Define two auxiliary processes (σ?, t ̂  0) and (σ?, t ̂  0) with P(ση

0 = η) = P(ση

0 = η)=l
for ηe{ — 1, +1}ΛN and respective rates c(x,η) and c(x,//), given by

ί 0 if η(x) = η{y) for at least three

c(x, η) = \ sites y which are neighbors of x, (3)

(^c(x,^) otherwise.

and

\ 0 if η(x) = η(y) = 1 for at least three

c(x, η) = \ sites y which are neighbors of x, (4)

[cfcη) otherwise.

For ηe$,(ση

t) is the " corner mechanism." In this dynamics, the droplet can
never grow, since protuberances cannot appear and it can only lose spins at the
corners, which can also be recovered. But once a complete slice is lost, it is lost
forever.

In {σ1}) the droplet shrinks only by the "corner mechanism," but it can grow,
since protuberances may appear.

In this and the coming sections we will make repeated use of monotonicity
properties of (σjf),(σ?) and (ση

t\ related to attractiveness (see Sect. 2 of Chap. Ill
of [Lig]). For this purpose we introduce the following partial order on {— 1, +1} Λ N :

η :g ζ iff η(x) ̂  ζ(x) for every xeΛN.

The following is true then by Theorem 1.5 of Chap. Ill of [Lig]. If η ^ £, then we
can construct a coupling between the processes (σ?) and ((ή) such that

P(σJ£<ή ϊoτ aΆ t^0)=l.

Analogous statements hold for (σt) and (σt).
We now couple (σ?),(<ί?) and (σ?) with the so-called Basic or Vasershtein

coupling (see Sect. 1 of Chap. Ill of [Lig] for a precise definition; informally
speaking, this coupling makes the processes agree as much as possible). As another
consequences of Theorem 1.5, Chap. Ill of [Lig] we have that for all ξ and ζ such
that ξ^ζ

P ( σ ^ σ ^ f o r a l l ί ^ 0 ) = l . (5)

Also these two new processes approximate the original one in the sense that for
all ηeSt and δ>0

Urn P(ση

t = ση

t for all ίeCO,^ 2 "*-^]) = 1, (6)
β-*oo

lim P(σ? = ση

t for all ίe[0,^ ( 2 + *" Λ ) ]) = 1 (7)

as follows from the fact that the time until the first difference between (σ?)
(respectively (σ?)) and (σ?) appears is dominated by an exponential time with mean

N-2eβ(2-h) (reSpectively ΛΓ V ( 2 + Λ ) )

For ηe{ — 1, +1}ΛN define T+ η as the configuration obtained from η by flipping
all the spins — 1 with at least two opposite neighbors. Define also T_ η as the
configuration obtained from η by flipping all the spins + 1 with at least three
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opposite neighbors. Applying iteratively T+ (respectively T_) on η we obtain an
increasing (respectively decreasing) sequence of configurations that becomes
constant after a finite number of applications. Denote by fj (respectively η) this
final configuration.

If 0 < h ̂  2, each one of the flips defining T+ and T_ does not increase the
energy and therefore occurs with rate 1 for our Glauber dynamics and also for
the two new dynamics. So one has:

Lemma 2. // 0 < /ι ̂  2

inf inf P ( , 4 ) = : α + > 0 ,

inf inf P(£)=:α_>0,

where A and B are the following events:

A:= {ση

s ̂  ση

t and ση

s ̂  ση

t for every 0 ̂  s ^ t g 1; σ\ = σ\ = ή}9

B:= {ση

s ̂  ση

t and ση

s ̂  ση

t for every 0^s^t^l;ση

1 = σt[=η}.

If ηe$ we can suppose without loss of generality that we have lλ and /2

with l(η) = /x ^ l2 such that all the spins in η are — 1 except those inside the
rectangle R = {l,...lί} x {l,.../2}. We also define the slices of 0ί to be the sets

{ / } { } { } { } { } { }
For the proof of part (a) of the theorem, take ηeffl and define Θ\ as the first

time that the process Xt:= \{xeHι:σ
η

t = — 1}| reaches {/— 1}, where 1 = l(η).

Lemma 3. For ηe$ and δ > 0,

lim P{Θ\ <exp(β{h(l-l) + δ)))= 1.

Proof Before Θ\, the process Xt increases by 1 with rate greater than e~βh and
decreases by 1 with rate smaller than N2. So a comparison between Xt and a birth
and death process with these rates together with Lemma 1 yields the result. •

Suppose now that I < 2/h and consider the times

with ε > 0 such that ft(/-l) + ε < 2 - f t - ε . Define Ωx as the event that, for (σ?)
starting at configuration η, i) Θ\ < t1/2 and ii) after Θ\ up to t1 the last remaining
spin + 1 in H1 flips before the flipping of any spin — 1.

For part (i) in the definition of Ωx we use Lemma 3 and for (ii) we use
Lemma 2 to conclude that there exists β0 < oo such that for β > β0,

Using the Markov property and monotonicity we have that for large β the
probability that the droplet will lose a slice in the process (ση

t) before time
exp(β(2-h-ε))>Qxp(β(h(l-1) + ε)) is greater than

that goes to one as β increases.
Using (6) and repeating the arguments above each time the droplet loses a slice,
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we see that

lim P(Tη(-l)< Ύ\ Ή-l)<expOS(2-/ι-ε)))= 1.
/3-*oo

One can now easily complete the proof of part (a) of the theorem, using (6) again
and estimates similar to those above for the process (σ?). We leave this straight-
forward work to the reader.

For part (b) consider ηeffl with I = l(η) and define the hitting times Θη and Θ\
of {/-I} for the processes Yt:= |{xGR:σ?(x)= - l}|andZ,:= \{xeR:σ?(x)= - 1}|,
respectively.

Lemma 4. For ηe0t and δ > 0,

lim P(Θη>Qxp(β(h(l-l)-δ))) = 1.

β-*co

Proof. By (5) we have that Yt ̂  Zt and then

P(Θ" > exp(β(h(l- l)-δ))) ^ P(β\ > exp(β(h(l- l)-δ))).
Now, before Θ\,Zt increases by 1 with rate smaller than N2e~βh and decreases
by 1 with rate greater than 1. Comparing Zt with a birth and death process with
these rates and using Lemma 1, the result follows. •

Suppose now that l>2/h and choose ε small enough so that

2-/ι + ε<min{/ι(/-l)-ε,2 + /ι-ε}. (8)

Let Ω2 be the event that Θη> e

β(2~h+ε) and before time eβi2~h+ε) the process (σ?)
reaches a configuration in 0ί in which the sides of the droplet of spins +1 are
lx+a and l2 + b, with a,b^0, a + b^l. Now on the event {Θη>e

β{2~h+ε)} there
is, from time 0 up to time e

β(2~h+ε\ at least one spin — 1 outside R which touches
the droplet and is flipping in the process (ση

t) with rate eβi~2+h). By considering
the times

as in the proof of part (a) and using Lemma 2 we obtain

lim P(Θ*>expO3(2-/t + ε)),(ί22)
c)^ lim ( l - ( l - α + /2)exp(/?ε/2)) = 0. (9)

β~* 00 β~* 00

From Lemma 4, (9) and (8), we get

lim P((Ω2)
C) = 0.

/?->oo

The proof of part (b) of the theorem is now easily completed using (7), (8) and
the strong Markov property to restart each time a larger rectangular droplet is
reached. Details are left again to the reader.

Now we describe the sets s/, (% and ^ and sketch the proof of Proposition 2.
By Lemma 2, if 0</ι<2, in a time of order 1 the system started from

ηe{ — 1,+1} Λ J V can go with non-vanishing probability, as high as ή, but not higher.
So si must be the set of configurations η such that starting from ή we are still
likely to go to — 1 before + L But for any η,ή is a configuration with the spins
+1 forming rectangles, some of which may be degenerated into rings around the
torus ΛN. Also in ή, no spin — 1 is neighbor of two of these rectangles. So we define
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s/ as the set of configurations η such that the droplets of + 1 spins in ή are
rectangles with longest sides not greater than N — 2 and shortest sides smaller than
2/h; in case 0<h< 1 some of these droplets may also be rings of width 1 around
the torus. Part (a) of Proposition 2 follows then easily from Theorem 1 and the
techniques used to prove it.

In order to define ^ we need a new definition. Set η' = ξ, where ξ = η. Again
by Lemma 2, if 0<h<2, the system starting at η can go with non-vanishing
probability in a time of order 1 as low as η, but not lower. But even if η is reached
the system is likely to go to η' in a time of order 1. So part (c) of Proposition 2
follows if we define if as the set of configurations η such that at least one of the
droplets of + 1 spins in ηf is a rectangle with all sides larger than 2/h or a ring of
width larger than 1 around the torus or, in case 1 < h < 2, any ring around the torus.

Finally, J* is the set of configurations not in s/ nor in # (for instance, those
in 0>). Starting from ηe& there is non-vanishing probability of reaching either ή
or ηf in time of order 1. Since η is not in sf, ή contains a droplet of + 1 spins that
is likely to grow. And since η is not in <£, ηr contains only small droplets which
very likely disappear. So we can reach either — 1. or +1 with non-vanishing
probability, in the times given in the statement of the proposition.

4 Metastable Behavior Around —1

In this section we prove Theorem 2.
Set Q) = stf\J0b and define

We will prove that

• τ in distribution, (10)

where τ is a unit mean exponential random variable and yβ is defined by

Then we will prove

• 0 in probability as β -• oo (12)
yβ

from what follows that

T
> τ in distribution as β -• oo. (13)

After doing this we need only to replace yβ by £T, which will be done using a
standard argument.

To prove (10) we introduce a Glauber dynamics restricted to the set Sf. Since
we will need in the next section to restrict the Glauber dynamics to other sets we
present the idea in a general fashion.

We say that a set $f of configurations has the property of being connected if
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for any pair of configurations ηl9η2e&? it is possible to go from ηγ to η2 by a
chain of transformations in which a single spin is flipped at each step without
leaving 9?. Observe that 3} is a connected set. The Glauber dynamics restricted to
Sf is defined by the rates

C(x'η) i f η'
O otherwise.

Starting from ηeϊf the corresponding process (σj7, t ^ 0) remains in Sf forever.
It can be coupled with (σ?, t ^ 0) in a very intuitive and useful way: the two processes
jump together until the latter escapes from ίf\ at this moment the former process
stays still and afterward they evolve independently. We will use this coupling
several times in this section and in the next one so we give it the name of Coupling
A. The following result is very easy to prove but crucial (see Proposition 5.10 of
Chap. II in [Lig] for a discrete time version).

Lemma 5. // 9* is a connected set of configurations, then (σ't, t ^ 0) is reversible with
respect to its unique invariant probability measure, μ the Gibbs measured restricted
to £f, defined by

if

otherwise.

In our case, with Sf = Q), we have also

Lemma 6. In the standard case
a) for every ηe@\{-l},H(η)> H(-l),
b) As /?->oo,μ becomes concentrated on — I, where μ is the Gibbs measure

restricted to 3).

Proof. Part (b) clearly follows from part (a). To prove part (a) suppose first that
η = η' (definition at the end of Sect. 3). Then all the clusters of spin -f 1 in η are
rectangles which have at least one side smaller than 2/h or rings of width 1 around
the torus and since η φ — 1 there is at least one such cluster. Now H(η) — H(—l)
is the sum of the contribution of each cluster of spins + 1 , where for a rectangle
lx xl2 the contribution is 2{l1 + l2) — lιl2h = f(l1,l2). But if we suppose, without
loss of generality, that lx g 2/h, then f{ll9l2) ^ 2/2 > 0. The energy corresponding
to a ring of width 1 is N(2 — h)>0. So the proof is finished if η = η'. On the other
hand, if η φ η', then H(η) > H(η'), because the transformations */ -• £ = J7 and
ζ->η' = ("strictly decrease the energy when they are not the identity and 0<7ι<2.
But then H(η)-H(-l)>H(η')-H(-l)^0, where the last inequality follows
from the arguments given above, with the difference that now we may have
η'=\. D

We prove now (10) by showing the corresponding asymptotic loss of memory
(a technique used in several of the former papers on the pathwise approach to
metastability; see for instance [CGOV]). This consists in verifying that

lim Δβ(s, t) = 0, (14)
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where Δβ{s, t) = \P(T(<£) > {s + t)γβ) - P{T{%) > syβ)P(T(<$) > tyβ)\.
To see how (14) implies (10) see, for instance [CGOV].
Using the Markov property we have:

(s + t)γp) = Σ P(ΆV) > syβ, σ~f = η)P(T*{<ί) > tγβ).

Hence by dividing this sum according to η = — 1 or ηe@\{ — 1} we have

Δβ{s, t) ^ P(T(<g) > syβ9σ-1- Φ-l)£ P(δ~^ Φ - i ) , (15)

where in the last inequality we used the Coupling A with £f = <2ι. The right-hand
side of (15) can be controlled using monotonicity, but we avoid its use because we
will need a similar estimate in the next section where monotonicity is not available.

We now couple (σf, t ^ 0) and (σf~
 i , t ^ 0) in the following manner: the initial

configuration of the former one is chosen with respect to μ; they evolve
independently until they meet and after that they evolve together. This is a very
standard sort of coupling and here we call it Coupling B. So

P(σ~f Φ-D£ P(σo ~ Φ 4) + P{β%β Φ-V)ύ 2fi(@\{ - 1}), (16)

where the last inequality follows from the in variance of μ (Lemma 5). Now (15), (16)
and Lemma 6, imply (14) and therefore (10). To prove (12) we observe that since
T is larger than the time needed for the first spin to flip on — 1., we have

(12) follows now using part (b) of Proposition 2, finishing the proof of (13).
To replace yβ by ET9 observe that, by monotonicity,

P(T>yβu)S(P(T>yβ)Γ.

Using (13) it follows that P(T>yβ) < 1 if β is large, so we can use dominated
convergence below:

]p{T>t)dt

lim = lim = lim f P(T/yβ > u)du = f e~udu = 1. (17)
/? °̂o γβ β^co yβ β^cc 6 0

And the proof of part (c) of Theorem 2 is finished.
We turn now to the proof of part (b) of Theorem 2. At a certain point below

we will have to use part (b) of Theorem 3, which will be proved in the next section
using part (a) of Theorem 2, proved above, but there is no circularity in the
reasoning.

Given sets of configurations Sfu ^ 2 , . . . , define

if - ± ^ '
{ otherwise

and

Gm(srlt...,srm) = Fm(-sru...

where -ίf = {-η:ηe£f}. We set also Fo = Go = 1.
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We have to prove that for every positive integer k and every 0 < ί 1 < < ί k < o o ,

limP(σ-£Ve^,i=l,...,fc)
β—* 00

= t P(tm<τ<tm+ϊ)Fm(sr1,...,ym)Gk-m(srm+1,...,srk), (18)
m = 0

where ί0 = 0, tk + ί = oo and τ is a unit mean exponential random variable.
To prove (18) we write ut — ttET and

- i e ^ , i = l , . . . , * ) = Σ P(σ-ieSri9i=l,...9k\EmJP(Emtn)9 (19)
0 f c ^k}

where Em,n = {um

From part (a) of Theorem 2, (10) and (17) we have that as /?-• oo, T/ET^τ in
distribution and ( Γ - T(^))/£Γ->0 in probability. Hence

(,.<t<,..,> :::
In particular in the limit, we can neglect in (19) all the terms with nφm.

But using Coupling A

Without conditioning we obtain, as in (16),

Ihn P(σ-±eSri9i=l,...9m) = Fm(Srl9...,Srm). (21)
β-*oo

And since the limit in (20) is positive in the case n = m and F m ( ^ , . . . , ^m) = 0 or 1:

l i m P ( σ - i e ^ , / = l , . . . , m | £ m , m ) = F m ( ^ 1 , . . . , ^ m ) . (22)
p-* oo

To control what happens after T, we compare the Glauber dynamics with
different values of the external field. When the external field has a value which is
different from the one that appears in the statement of the theorem, we write it
explicitly. It is known (see for instance Theorem 1.5 of Chap. Ill of [Lig]) that we
can couple two Glauber dynamics with external fields hi<h2 in such a way that

^-J^σ^J (23)

for every t ^ 0.
We want to show that

J = G f c _ m ( ^ m + 1 , . . . , ^ ) . (24)
0-»oo

This will follow from the Markov property once we show that for every positive
integer j and 0 < sx < < Sj < oo,

]χm P(σ+ieSri9i=l9...9j) = G£Srl9...9Srj)9 (25)
β~* 00

where vt = stET. Using symmetry
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Therefore (25) will follow using (23) if we prove that for some ft' > — ft,

UmP(σϊie-<?iJ=l...J) = Fj(-<yί,...,-<?j) = Gj(yu...9yj). (26)
β~* 00

Set

We can choose ft' < ft close enough to ft so that Γ2/ft'l = Γ2/ft~|. Then we can apply
part (b) of Theorem 3 to conclude that

ι^ψn = m-rm<o.
Hence, ET/EV -+0 as J?->oo. Using part (a) of Theorem 2 in the case in which
the field is ft' we have then

lim P(vj < T) = lim P(Sj < (T'/ET')(ET'/ET)) = 1.

Now, from the same arguments which led to (21), we obtain (26), and hence (25)
and (24). Equation (18) follows from (19), (20), (22) and (24) finishing the proof of
Theorem 2. •

5. Escape from the Metastable Situation

We will prove in this section Theorem 3. Our first goal is to show that for every ε > 0,

lim P(T> exp (β(Γ(h) + 3ε))) = 0. (27)
/?-»oo

The main estimate in this direction is

Lemma 7. In the standard case, for every ε > 0, there is β0 < oo such that for β > β0,

P{T(V) £ exp (β((L - l)ft + 2ε)) ̂  ^exp ( - βe{h, L)),

where e(h, I) was defined in (2).

Proof Let $ be the set of configurations in which all spins + 1 are inside a square
Lx L (but there may be also - 1 spins in this square). Set ^ = @U£ and consider
the Glauber dynamics restricted to the set ̂  in the fashion described in the last
section. Since #" is a connected set, Lemma 5 applies. As in the last section we
will use the notation (σ^ and μ for the restricted process and corresponding Gibbs
measure without making &* explicit. Later we will use other sets to restrict the
dynamics and will use again the same notation, but no confusion should arise.

Define

Now using the coupling A, and writing K = exp(/?((L— l)ft-f-2ε)), we have

P(T(W) >V)S P(T(<e) > V). (28)

We couple now {σt~
ι) to (of) so that they evolve independently until they meet
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and from then on evolve together (Coupling B). Now

P(T(V) >V)^ P(σt~i / σf for 0 ^ t g V) + P(σβ

vφ%). (29)

Write W = Qxp(β((L- l)ft + ε)). Then using the Markov property,

( Mexp(/3ε)J

sup P(σ? ^ σ{? for 0 ^ ί ^ W)\ , (30)

where (σ?) and (σζ

t) are independent processes. The next step will characterize
exp(j8(L- l)ft) as the relaxation time for the process (σt). In a time of this order
the process is likely to go to - 1 , where it stays for an exponential time of mean
exp (β(4 - ft)), much greater (at low temperatures) than exp (β(L - l)ft) before a spin
- 1 appears. (Since 0 < ft < 2, we have (L - l)ft < 4 - ft.) More precisely we claim
that

lim sup P(σ? φ - 1 for 0 <; t <. W) = 0. (31)

And then, from the remark above (if ε is small)

lim sup P(ση

w Φ - 1) = 0

so that

lim sup P(σ? Φ σ\ for 0 ^ t ^ W) = 0. (32)

The proof of the crucial relation (31) is similar to that of part (a) of
Theorem 1, done in Sect. 3, so we merely sketch it, leaving the details for the reader.
First observe that in the dynamics restricted to J5", in any interval of time of
order 1 there is a positive probability (uniform in β and the initial configuration)
that the system will reach a configuration where all the clusters of spin + 1 are
rectangles and no spin - 1 has two neighbors which are + 1 . This configuration
must be in s/U9 (9 is the set of configurations with a single critical droplet). So
in time of order 1 the system is likely to reach such a configuration. If it is in ja/,
then part (a) of Proposition 2 completes the proof of (31) since (L — l)ft > 2 — ft. If
the system is in 9, then no spin — 1 outside the square Lx L can flip in the
dynamics restricted to J* until the system reaches S). But the "corner erosion
mechanism" will then make the system hit 2 with large probability in a time
exp(/?((L- l)ft + ε/2)) (as in Lemma 3). But each time the system reaches 2 it has
positive probability of reaching si in a time of order 1 (Lemma 2) and then — 1
in a time exp(j?(L— l)ft). This completes the sketch of the proof of (31) and hence
of (32).

Using now (28), (29), (30) and (32), we have for β larger than βx < oo,

P(T(%) >V)^ (l/2) [ e x p ( / ϊ ε ) J

Hence

(33)

For any ηe^\{ — 1} we have
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because if ηe@\{ — 1} this is Lemma 6 and if ηe^\^ then fje& and therefore

So, for β larger than some β2 < oo,

= Σ exp (->»Λr(σ)) / Σ exp(-j8H(σ)) ^ ± exp (-/fe(/ι, L)). (34)

Lemma 7 follows from (33) and (34). •

To prove (27) now write

P(Γ>exp(j8(Γ(A) + 3ε)))

exp (j8(Γ(A) + 3ε)), T(<£) < exp (β{Γ(h) + 3ε)) - exp (β((L - 1)Λ + 2ε)))

exp (j8(Γ(Λ) + 3ε)) - exp (β((L - \)h + 2ε))). (35)

The first term in the right-hand side of (35) goes to zero by part (b) of Proposition 2
since h(L — 1) > 2 — h as we have L > 2/ft. For the second term consider the times

f£ = iexp(j8((L-l)A + 2ε)), i = l , 2 , . . .

and use monotonicity to obtain

exp (β(Γ(h) + 3ε)) - exp (β((L - \)h + 2ε)))

exp(]8((L- 1)Λ

that also goes to zero, by Lemma 7.
We will prove now part (c) of Theorem 3. Define \η\ = \{xeΛN\η(x)= 1}| and

S = SL2, (36)

and observe that ^ c J a jf.

Lemma 8. In the standard case,

a) for every ηeJf \{-l},H(η)>H(-1),
b) for every ηeJ\%, H(η) -H(-l)^ e(h,L) + 2.

Proo/. If we transform a configuration ^ with more than one cluster of spins + 1
into a configuration ζ with a single cluster by translating each cluster until it
touches another one (without deforming it), clearly H(η) ^ H(ζ). So the energy must
be minimized over Js at configurations with a unique cluster of spins + 1 . For
such a configuration ηsJs, with 0 < s ^ L 2 , this cluster can not "go around the
torus ΛN" since N > N(h) > L2. (This is the only place in the whole paper where
we use this hypothesis contained in the definition of the standard case.) Let now
M and N be the sides of the smallest rectangle that contains the cluster of spins
+ 1. Then a simple argument shows that the boundary of the cluster must have
length at least 2(M + N) and so

H(η) ^ - hs + 2(M + JV). (37)
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But MN ̂  s and M, N > 0 imply that M + N ̂  2 ̂ /s. So

L2

Part (a) of the lemma follows now from the fact that J f \{ — \} = (J Js and, since

0 < h< 2, for 0 < ̂ /s^L<4//ι we have e(ft,^/s)>0. s = 1

For part (b) of the lemma we proceed as above and observe that, since
MN^L2

9M,Ne{ 1,2,...} and at least one between M and N is not L (because
we are not in ^) we must have M + N*z2L+l. The conclusion follows from
(37). D

The following lemma will be used several times. T(η) below is the hitting time
of η starting from — 1 for the Glauber dynamics restricted to £f.

Lemma 9. Let ̂  be a connected set of configurations containing — 1. Suppose that
for every ηe^\{ — l},H(η) > H(—l). Then for every ηe6^ and every ε > 0,

lim P(T(η) < exp(/J(Hfo) - H ( - 1 ) - ε))) = 0.
β-KX)

Proof The argument is the same used to prove part of Lemma 1, and is borrowed
from [LS]. Couple ( σ ^ ) to (σf) so that they evolve independently until they
meet, evolving together after this (Coupling B). Now

P(T(η) < exp(β(H(η) -H(-l)- ε).)) ^

(σϊ = η for some te{β-\2β-\...Λβexp(β(H(η)-H(-l)-εmβ-1})

τf changes state between times f~μ{η) and T^η) + β'1)

i?-17V2)), (38)

which goes to 0 as β -» oo. Π

Consider the Glauber dynamics (σ,) restricted to Jf. Since only one spin can
flip at a time in the Glauber dynamics, for every path we must have f(J) = T(J) < Γ,
where (σt~-) and (σ~-) are coupled in the usual fashion (Coupling A). So

T) = P(T(J) <T< T(<0)) S P{f(f\&) < T)

g P(f{J\9) < exp(β(Γ(h) + ε))) + P(T > εxp(β(Γ(h) + ε))) (39)

for arbitrary ε > 0. But we can choose ε so that Γ(h) + ε = e(h9 L) + (L — \)h + ε <
e(h,L) + 2 ̂  H(η) for every ηeJ\$, by Lemma 8. Part (c) of Theorem 3 is now a
consequence of (39), (27) and Lemma 9.

Define now &0 as the set of configurations ηestfc which can be obtained by
taking a configuration in sύ and flipping one of its spins — 1.

Lemma 10. In the standard case

a)
b)
c) P(T(«) < Γ(#)) = P(T(&0)

Pro<?/. Take ιyeΛ0, ζesrf and XGΛ^ such that ζ{y) = η{y) for j ; φ x, ξ(x) = - l±and
η(x) = + 1 . Since £ G J / and nestf\ we must have ζ e j / and ήE%>. In particular ζφ ή.
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Therefore in ζ and in η, x can have at most one neighboring spin that is + 1 . But this
implies that η(x) = — 1, and so η = ζ, implying that ηe<stf. Since fjeΉ and nesrf,
we must have ηe<% and part (a) is proven. Parts (b) and (c) follow from part (a),
and the fact that only one spin flips at a time in the Glauber dynamics. •

Set now

{0>1:\η\^L2}. (40)

Lemma 11. In the standard case,

Proof. From part (c) of Lemma 10,

P(T(»X) > T(V)) ^ PίTίΛoVi) < 7W ύ T(9)). (41)

Since only one spin flips at a time,

(42)

Observe that if the process is in ηe&Ί and it goes to fj flipping only spins from
— 1 to -f 1, then it must hit «/ before it hits ^. Hence, from Lemma 2 and the
strong Markov property

P{T{J\<$)) < T{#)) ^ oc+P{T(S1) < T{9)) (43)

using (41), (42), (43) and the last inequality in (39),

lim PiTi^) > T(<$)) ^ lim (1 + —)P(T(J\9) < T(&))

^ lim Γ ( l + —)P{T(S\9) < T)\ = 0. (44)
β-κ*>l\ oc+J J

Lemma 12. In the standard case

a) 0>

b) For every ηe»x\»9 H(η) - H(-l) > Γ(h).

Proof. Clearly 0> is contained in the set in the right-hand side of (a). We will prove
now the complementary relation. If ηe&Ί there is ξe<stf such that η and ξ differ
only at one site, say x. Let R be the square where ή has the spins + 1 , that we
take, without loss of generality, to be given by {1,...,L}2. We use now an idea
from percolation theory (see [Kes]), namely the duality between site percolation
and *-site percolation . The *-neighbors of a site xeΛN are the 8 sites y such that
maxjlj;! — x x | , \y2 — x2\} = l A chain (respectively *-chain) of sites from A c Λ N

to BaΛN is a sequence xl9x2,...,xn such that x1eA, xneB and xt and xt-i are
neighbors (respectively *-neighbors), z = l , . . . , n — 1 . Consider the four external
slices of R: Hx = {1,...,L} x {1}, HL = {l,...9L} x {L}, Vx = {1} x {1,...,L} and
VL = {L} x {1,...,L}. A vertical path (respectively *-path) in R is a chain
(respectively *-chain) from H1 to HL contained in R. The definition of a horizontal
path is analogous with Vλ and VL replacing Hx and HL. By duality, either there
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is a horizontal (respectively vertical) path where all the spins are +1 or there is a
vertical (respectively horizontal) *-path where all the spins are — 1. It is easy to
see that in ξ we can not have both a horizontal and a vertical *-path in R where
all the spins are + 1 since otherwise we would have ξφsi. Hence we must have in
ξ a horizontal or a vertical path in R where all the spins are —1. Since we are
assuming that \η\ ^ L2 — L + 1, we must have \ξ\ ̂  L2 — L and the only way for
this to happen is that the chain of spins — 1 is a straight line. But since ξestf, this
straight line must be one of the external slices of R. Hence ζ consists in one rectangle
L x (L — 1) of spins +1 in a sea of spins — 1 and ηeέP.

To prove part (b) we write H(η) = H^η) + H2(η), where

It is clear that H^fj) ^ Hx(η) for every configuration η. If i/e^Λ^, then ήe^ and
from part (a) of the lemma

H(η) ̂  Hx(ή) + H2(η) ^ H(ή) + hL

= H{-\) + e(KL) + hL ̂  H(-ϊ) + Γ(h) + h. D

Considering now the Glauber dynamics restricted to 9) coupled to the Glauber
dynamics by coupling A and using Lemma 11 we have

lim P{T(0>) >T)S lim P(T(^) < T(^) ^ T <

^ lim P ( f ( ^ \ ^ ) < T)^ lim

0, (45)

where ε > 0 was chosen conveniently and we used (27), Lemma 9, part (a) of Lemma
6 and part (b) of Lemma 12. This completes the proof of part (d) of Theorem 3.
It is easy now to complete the proof of part (a). Using (45) and the same coupling
and arguments given there, for ε > 0

lim P(T < exp (β(Γ(h) - ε))) ̂  lim P(T(0>) < T(<K) < exp (β(Γ(h) - ε)))
β->oo /?-*oo

^ lim P(f(0>) < exp (β(Γ(h) - ε)) = 0. (46)

Part (a) of Theorem 3 follows from (27) and (46). Part (b) of Theorem 3 follows
easily from part (a) and part (a) of Theorem 2. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

We end this section by observing that in fact our proof of Theorem 3 gives us
even more information about the way the system escapes from the metastable
situation around - L It follows that

lim P(T(s/c) = T(&)) = 1,

i.e., the system is likely to escape from si jumping to 9. But once in 9 there are
probabilities of order 1 that in a time of order 1 the system either jumps back to
si (loosing the protuberance of the droplet) or jumps to # (if the protuberance is
enlarged and stabilized by the appearance of another spin +1 neighbor to the
original one). The probability of anything else happening with the configuration
in 9 vanishes as /?-• oo. If the portuberance is lost and the system is back to «s/,
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Then it is likely to return to —1 before reentering s/c and everything restarts anew.

On the other hand, if the system enters in <S, then it is likely to go to +1_ before

leaving Ή again. So we see that the system will probably visit & a finite number

of times returning to — 1 afterward except for the last time when it goes to + i

and in its way to + 1 it will very likely through 0.
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